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Investment Process

We seek to invest in companies that possess franchise characteristics, are benefiting from an accelerating profit cycle and are trading at a
discount to our estimate of private market value. Our investment process focuses on two distinct elements—security selection and
capital allocation. We overlay our investment process with broad knowledge of the global economy.

Security Selection

We seek to identify companies that have franchise characteristics (e.g., low-cost production capability, possession of a proprietary asset,
dominant market share or a defensible brand name), are benefiting from an accelerating profit cycle and are trading at a discount to our
estimate of private market value. We also assess key environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues that could impact future stock
returns. We look for companies that are well positioned for long-term growth, which is driven by demand for their products and services,
at an early enough stage in their profit cycle to benefit from the increased cash flows produced by the emerging profit cycle.

Capital Allocation

Based on our fundamental analysis of a company’s profit cycle, we divide the portfolio into three parts. GardenSM investments are small
positions in the early part of their profit cycle that may warrant more sizeable allocations as their profit cycle accelerates. CropSM

investments are positions that are being increased to a full weight because they are moving through the strongest part of their profit
cycles. HarvestSM investments are positions that are being reduced as they near our estimates of full valuation or their profit cycles begin
to decelerate.

Broad Knowledge

We overlay the security selection and capital allocation elements of our investment process with a desire to invest opportunistically
across the entire global economy. We seek broad knowledge of the global economy in order to find growth wherever it occurs.

Team Overview

We believe deep industry expertise, broad investment knowledge, a highly collaborative decision-making process and individual
accountability are a powerful combination. Since the inception of the team, we have been committed to building a team of growth
investors that retains these attributes and is solely dedicated to our process and approach.

Portfolio Management

Craigh A. Cepukenas, CFA

Portfolio Manager (Lead)

James D. Hamel, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Matthew H. Kamm, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Jason L. White, CFA

Portfolio Manager

Investment Results (% USD) Average Annual Total Returns

8.4510.494.282.01-6.63-12.9825.42Russell 2000® Index

7.6812.916.857.853.48-3.0630.58Russell 2000® Growth Index

10.7617.9815.6222.6624.9316.8837.45Composite—Net

11.8519.1516.7623.8726.1717.4537.76Composite—Gross

Inception110 Yr5 Yr3 Yr1 YrYTDQTDAs of 30 June 2020

Annual Returns (% USD) 12 months ended 30 June

26.1717.4328.3721.35-5.88Composite—Gross

20202019201820172016

Source: Artisan Partners/Russell. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. 1Composite inception: 1 April 1995.

Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance shown. Composite performance has
been presented in both gross and net of investment management fees.

Investment Risks: Investments will rise and fall with market fluctuations and investor capital is at risk. Investors investing in strategies denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of
currency exchange fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. These risks, among others, are further described near the back of this document, which should be read in conjunction with this material.
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Investing Environment

Global equity markets bounced back sharply in Q2, with the MSCI AC

World Index delivering the highest quarterly return in over 20 years.

The multiple expansion-driven rally was supported by global progress

(albeit, uneven) toward flattening the curve of new COVID-19 cases,

positive developments in the effort to develop a vaccine and massive

government and central bank interventions. At the sector level,

information technology, consumer discretionary and materials led.

While positive on an absolute basis, utilities, consumer staples and

real estate lagged. Growth outperformed value.

Several governments and central banks maintained their highly

accommodative stances during Q2 to help support the global

economy through the pandemic. This expectation seems embedded

in equity market prices as corporate earnings expectations have

moved in the opposite direction of share prices. In the US, a phase

four stimulus package is gradually working its way through Congress

which could see trillions of dollars dedicated toward returning

manufacturing jobs to the US, incentives for domestic travel, a payroll

tax cut and support to consumers and businesses most vulnerable to

the current recession, which was recently assigned a start date of

March 1. The BOJ, BOE, ECB and US Fed all left their benchmark

interest rates unchanged with no near-term signs of a reversal.

Furthermore, the most recent Federal Open Market Committee

Meeting minutes included discussions—which were left open for the

upcoming meeting in July—about additional stimulus in the US given

near-zero benchmark interest rates.

Re-openings across parts of the US during Q2 appeared to spur the

economy toward a recovery and reverse Q1’s flagging sentiment.

Several leading economic indicators exhibited positive momentum—

the unemployment rate fell, retail sales rebounded, unemployment

claims slowed and hiring numbers recovered. The Congressional

Budget Office also published its expectations for GDP growth,

anticipating a surge in the back half of the year (17% and 8% in Q3

and Q4, respectively) and a return to positive annual growth in 2021

(4%). Wall Street analysts also expected corporate earnings to trough

in Q2 (a 45% decline), improve throughout the back half of the year

and return to positive growth in Q1 2021.

That being said, much uncertainty surrounds the length and

magnitude of the pandemic as well as the long-lasting effects it could

have on business and society. The recent re-opening efforts in the US

have seemingly come at the cost of spikes in daily COVID-19 cases—

~20,000 per day in May and early June to ~60,000 per day in mid-July.

This drastic increase has begun stymying and even reversing re-

opening efforts and thus could impact the pace of the economic

recovery. A vaccine seems to be the clear catalyst to right the ship and

push society “back to normal,” though a timeline to making this

widely available is elusive.

Performance Discussion

The Russell 2000® Growth Index rallied in Q2, and our portfolio

outperformed handily. Stock selection was the key contributor to our

relative outperformance. Software was a key driver of performance—

namely, Coupa, Hubspot, Zscaler, LivePerson and Blackline. The trends

these franchises are enabling (and leading)—the shift to cloud

computing, enterprises’ looking to digitize their operations, the

adoption of new tools to enable more effective collaboration within

and across organizations—have remained resilient during the

pandemic and in several cases have accelerated.

Among our top individual contributors in Q2 were Chegg, Ollie’s

Bargain Outlet and Coupa Software. Chegg is a digital education

platform which provides online math, writing and other learning

services with a low-cost monthly subscription. The company is

growing sales and profits as it expands its content portfolio. More

recently, the company launched a multi-service study-pack bundle

which includes Chegg Study, Chegg Math Solver and Chegg Writing,

and it expects average revenue per user to increase 33% for every

student upgrading to the new service (normally $14.95 per month,

$19.95 per month with the upgrade). Furthermore, Chegg has

recently realized an acceleration in new customers as account sharing

has declined with students no longer on campus together due to the

pandemic—a trend that should continue as the company rolls out

technology to discourage password sharing. Longer term, we believe

Chegg is well-positioned to become the go-to digital platform for

students as it continues adding customers in the US (25%-30%

penetration of higher-ed enrollments today), expands internationally

and adds new services such as online coding certifications. The

confluence of these efforts should lead to higher revenue and

stronger margins in the periods ahead.

Ollie’s Bargain Outlet, a discount retailer, was one of a few select retail

franchises we were confident could weather the storm and thrive on

the other side of the pandemic. We added to our position in the selloff

given the company’s strong balance sheet, ability to keep stores

open—its product offerings include food and necessary supplies—

and the opportunity to source deeply discounted products from over-

inventoried suppliers, which we believe could potentially yield

windfall profits for the company later this year. Longer term, we like

the company’s unique concept and the potential for many years of

solid square-footage growth nationally.

Coupa is the leading provider of unified, cloud-based business spend-

management software. Shares were recently bolstered as the

company realizes further success upselling add-on offerings within its

installed customer base. With shares approaching our bull-case PMV

and quickly outgrowing our small-cap market-cap mandate, we

began harvesting our position during Q2. This marks a successful

investment campaign—initiated in late 2018—which saw the

company grow its customer base, launch new products both

organically and via acquisitions and grab share from competitors who

lacked the flexibility to address evolving client needs.

Among our bottom contributors were Altair Engineering, Webster

Financial and Ambarella, and we exited all three positions during the

quarter. Altair provides software and cloud solutions for product

design and development, high performance cloud computing and

data intelligence. Given much of the company’s business is exposed

to the automotive industry, we decided to exit our position as we

believe this industry’s capex and development spending will be

among the last to recover from the pandemic.

Webster was the only credit-sensitive bank in our portfolio, and before

the COVID-19 pandemic, there was little evidence of a contraction in

the credit cycle. Recent results demonstrated slowing growth in the

company’s HSA business, and we admittedly have no ability to



determine when a profit acceleration in the company’s banking

subsidiary could transpire. We reinvested the sales proceeds into

companies whose profit cycles are driven by more

idiosyncratic dynamics.

Ambarella produces video processing system-on-a-chip (SoC)

products for consumer and professional cameras. We first purchased it

in Q2 2017 on the expectation that it would capitalize on the growing

trend toward computer vision and smarter image-capturing devices in

both its core markets and growth areas, including automotive. Our

decision to move on from our investment campaign came from

multiple uncertainties facing the business—COVID-19’s impact to the

supply chain, US export controls and potential changes to the de

minimis rules, Chinese customers’ reduced dependency on US

components and delays in the company’s next-gen product

road map.

Portfolio Activity

We started new investment campaigns in Vapotherm, Shockwave

Medical and Twist Bioscience during Q2. Vapotherm provides a

maskfree ventilation therapy for patients in acute respiratory

distress—temporarily unable to breathe without support from a

ventilator—which can be caused by illnesses such as COVID-19 and

pneumonia or by undeveloped lungs (in premature babies). We

believe the company’s proprietary high-velocity nasal insufflation

technology—the only mask-free option on the market—is well-suited

to capture share in a lightly penetrated (5%), large addressable market

($1.5 billion). We believe Vapotherm will benefit from a solid profit

cycle ahead as the company’s product awareness rises.

Shockwave is an early stage medical device company developing and

commercializing products to treat calcified cardiovascular disease

across two primary end markets: peripheral artery disease and

coronary artery disease. The company has developed a proprietary

technology—intravascular lithotripsy (IVL)—based on principles

similar to kidney stone treatment: IVL cracks calcium in arterial vessels

through the application of sound waves, allowing the vessel to be

more easily and safely expanded to restore blood flow. Shockwave’s

IVL catheters are easy to use, don't require change in how doctors

currently perform procedures and safely resolve the thorny issue of

highly calcified plaques in 30%-70% of patients with vessel blockage.

With a product in the early stages of adoption and a large addressable

market ($4 billion), we believe the growth runway ahead

is compelling.

Twist Bioscience is a life sciences company with a proprietary silicon-

based platform for writing DNA. Synthetic biology is primarily used by

biotech companies to extend their capabilities in drug

discovery/development and/or by diagnostics companies looking to

use DNA to find methods of disease detection at earlier stages. Other

applications include creating disease-resistant food crops (with higher

yields per acre) and the creation of biofuels (from citrus peel, sawdust,

straw, rice husks, etc.) as alternatives to fossil fuels. Synthetic biology

is a large and rapidly growing market, and Twist is currently in the

pole position. Utilizing a semiconductor technology to make DNA on

a chip, Twist can make the most variable and diverse DNA sequences

at the highest throughput (9,600 genes per run versus competitors at

1 gene per 96-wellplate runs). This technology allows the company to

drive down prices and expand the market opportunity via new

applications. We used an equity offering at an attractive valuation

during the quarter to initiate our GardenSMposition.

In addition to exiting our positions in Altair, Ambarella and Webster

during Q2, we ended campaigns in several other holdings, including

Teladoc. Teladoc is the US’s largest provider of telehealth, which

allows patients to access health care professionals over the phone or

via video. The service provides patients with more convenience—

shorter wait times for both appointments and in waiting rooms, no

need to drive to a doctor’s office, etc.—while employers capitalize on

lower medical expenses. The service has experienced a significant

increase in utilization amid the pandemic—particularly in the harshest

of lockdowns. That said, we exited our campaign during the quarter

with the company’s market cap outgrowing our small-cap

market-cap threshold.

In addition to the aforementioned add to Ollie’s, we also added to

Halozyme. Halozyme is a biotechnology firm that licenses to

pharmaceutical companies the use of its proprietary enzyme—its

ENHANZE® platform—which aids delivery of biologics

subcutaneously, as opposed to intravenously. The benefit is improved

absorption and convenience to patients and physicians. The company

has established partnerships with leading biopharma companies—

Roche, Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), Bristol-Myers Squibb and Argenx—

and ENHANZE is used in four approved products. The latest approval

occurred during Q2 for JNJ/Genmab’s Darzalex SC, a subcutaneous

treatment for multiple myeloma. Given this recent positive

development and our expectation for the company to generate

significant cash flow growth and margin expansion over time, we

used the recent market pullback to add to our position at an

attractive valuation.

Portfolio Statistics

As of June 30, 2020, the portfolio had a 3-5 year forecasted weighted

average earnings growth rate of 18%, and our holdings were selling at

a weighted average P/E of 50X FY1 earnings and 38X FY2 earnings.

The portfolio held 60 companies with 36% of portfolio capital

committed to the top 10 holdings and 60% of capital committed to

the top 20 positions. The portfolio’s weighted average market

capitalization was $6.6 billion.

Perspective

We were pleased with our outperformance amid the broader market

rally in Q2, especially on the heels of our portfolio’s downside capture

in Q1. Our investment decisions over the months and years have been

made with the aim of allowing the portfolio to participate in up

markets while protecting capital in tougher times, which has been on

full display in 2020. Our north star in these decisions is our long-

standing investment process, particularly our commitments to focus

on high-quality businesses with plenty of headroom for continued

growth, concentrate our capital in our highest conviction holdings,

avoid companies lacking visible profit-cycle opportunities and

manage risk.

The first quarter of 2020 was one of the most volatile periods in

market history, and naturally the environment drove a remarkable

amount of activity for our team. We witnessed numerous franchises

fall victim to the broader market selloff, and we took advantage of



those opportunities. Our decisions to add to our highest conviction

holdings and initiate new positions in businesses we had long

admired but left in our pipeline for better entry points clearly paid off

in the ensuing Q2 rally. While this heightened level of portfolio activity

has settled in the past fewmonths as the broader market has found its

footing, we continue to research-qualify and fill our pipeline with new

franchises that we will look to opportunistically add to our portfolio

should valuations becomemore attractive in the periods ahead.

The digital transformation trends within our portfolios—particularly

those related to software—have experienced significant acceleration

in recent months. As a large portion of the workforce has had to adapt

to a new remote work environment, businesses have been forced to

adopt several of these new technologies in a short time period to

keep their operations afloat. It is still early in determining the

significance the pandemic will have on software holdings, but our

early read is they are accelerating and have possibly pulled forward

growth by three to five years.

Aside from software, several other trends within the portfolio are

thriving despite the current environment. Many of our health care

holdings are benefiting from recent drug development breakthroughs

and/or increased demand (Halozyme, Ascendis Pharma). We also

believe our select holdings in retail and restaurants (Ollie’s, Papa

John’s, Wingstop) with solid balance sheets, value-based offerings and

strong digital capabilities could be positioned to gain market share

coming out of this crisis. Meanwhile, consumer holdings such as

Zynga are meeting important consumer needs via leading digital

entertainment services and are seeing engagement/adoption

accelerate amid the pandemic.

Growth stocks have had an impressive run so far this year. While the

performance (and valuation) gap relative to value has garnered

increased scrutiny in recent months, we believe the terms “value” and

“growth” carry associations that seem out of date. “Value” once may

have implied solid, boring, cash flow-generative businesses, and

“growth” may have implied speculative bets on unproven models. In

today’s economy, we consider many of our faster growing holdings to

be very strong franchises with high levels of recurring

revenue/visibility, lower cyclicality, lower beta, high margins, strong

free cash flow and robust balance sheets. We think the market has

been right to reward these attributes (and conversely, to penalize the

higher debt levels of more capital-intensive cyclical businesses), and

we believe over longer time horizons these businesses will compound

profits at rates high enough to support attractive equity returns. In

addition, we agree with those who argue the Russell 2000® Value and

Russell 2000® Growth Indices are less an expression of investment

style and more one of sector preferences—the Russell 2000® Value

Index cannot outperform the Russell 2000® Growth Index unless

financials/REITs and industrials outperform health care and

information technology. Having said that, rising valuations have led us

to make several valuation trims recently as we seek to control risk.

Our process does not depend on us trying to predict short-term

market rotations, nor do we try. It would not surprise us to see a

second-half rally among cyclically depressed sectors, potentially

driven by containment of the pandemic with an effective vaccine or a

“blue sweep.” Our sense, however, is it would take a broad-based

economic expansion, with rising inflation and interest rates, to sustain

a strong value-over-growth rally—especially given value stocks

(generally) have experienced increasingly higher betas relative to

growth. We think this may be too much to ask of the global economy

given extended fiscal deficits, US election uncertainty, mounting

social discord and the damage done so far to personal and corporate

balance sheets. Poor corporate balance sheets ultimately heighten

risk and depress multiples, and we have seen rising leverage in value

versus growth in recent years. As such, we continue to focus our

capital allocation on strong franchises whose long-term growth is not

overly dependent on macroeconomic tailwinds.

Growth vs. Value Beta

Source: Cornerstone Macro/Artisan Partners. Represents the difference between the top and bottom 
quintile of stocks, ranked by P/E (sector neutral) in the S&P 500® Index through 30 Apr 2020.
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Value vs. Growth Leverage

Source: FactSet/Artisan Partners. Data represents Russell 1000® Value Index vs. Russell 1000® Growth 
Index net debt/EBITDA through 30 Jun 2020.
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ARTISAN CANVAS—NOW AVAILABLE

Timely insights and updates from our investment teams and             

9rm leadership

Visit www.artisancanvas.com 



For more information:Visit www.artisanpartners.com

Investment Risks: International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuation, lower liquidity, different accounting methods and economic and political systems, and higher transaction costs. These risks typically
are greater in emerging markets.  Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may have underperformed securities of large companies
during some periods. Growth securities may underperform other asset types during a given period. These risks, among others, are further described in Artisan Partners Form ADV, which is available upon request.

Unless otherwise indicated, the Artisan Strategy characteristics relate to that of an investment composite or a representative account managed within a composite. It is intended to provide a general illustration of the investment strategy and
considerations used by Artisan Partners in managing that strategy. Individual accounts may differ, at times significantly, from the reference data shown due to varying account restrictions, fees and expenses, and since-inception time periods,
among others. Where applicable, this information is supplemental to, and not to be construed with, a current or prospective client’s investment account information.

Securities referenced may not be representative of all portfolio holdings. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine a holding’s portfolio weight. Portfolio statistics calculations exclude outlier data and may substitute information
from a related security if unavailable for a particular security. This material is as of the date indicated and is subject to change without notice. Totals may not sum due to rounding.

Attribution  is  used  to  evaluate  the  investment  management  decisions  which  affected  the  portfolio’s  performance  when  compared  to  a  benchmark  index.  Attribution  is  not  exact,  but  should  be  considered  an  approximation  of  the  relative
contribution of each of the factors considered.

Net-of-fees  composite  returns  were  calculated  using  the  highest  model  investment  advisory  fees  applicable  to  portfolios  within  the  composite.  Fees  may  be  higher  for  certain  pooled  vehicles  and  the  composite  may  include  accounts  with
performance-based fees. All performance results are net of commissions and transaction costs, and have been presented gross and net of investment advisory fees. Dividend income is recorded net of foreign withholding taxes on ex-dividend date
or as soon after the ex-dividend date as the information becomes available to Artisan Partners. Interest income is recorded on the accrual basis. Performance results for the Index include reinvested dividends and are presented net of foreign
withholding taxes but, unlike the portfolio's returns, do not reflect the payment of sales commissions or other expenses incurred in the purchase or sale of the securities included in the indices.

Russell  2000®  Growth Index measures the performance of US small-cap companies with higher price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. Russell  2000®  Index measures the performance of roughly 2,000 US small-cap companies.
Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of US large-cap companies with higher price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. Russell 1000® Value Index measures the performance of US large-cap companies with lower
price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. MSCI All Country World Index measures the performance of developed and emerging markets. S&P 500® Index measures the performance of 500 US companies focused on the large-cap sector
of the market. The index(es) are unmanaged; include net reinvested dividends; do not reflect fees or expenses; and are not available for direct investment.

Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability
for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of
Russell Data is permitted without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.

The  S&P 500®  (“Index”)  is  a  product  of  S&P Dow Jones  Indices  LLC  (“S&P DJI”)  and/or  its  affiliates  and  has  been  licensed  for  use.  Copyright  © 2020 S&P Dow Jones  Indices  LLC,  a  division  of  S&P Global,  Inc.  All  rights  reserved.
Redistribution or reproduction in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. S&P® is a registered trademark of S&P Global and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark
Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). None of S&P DJI, Dow Jones, their affiliates or third party licensors makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the ability of any index to accurately represent the asset class or market sector
that it purports to represent and none shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of any index or the data included therein.

MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall  have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to create indices or financial
products. This report is not approved or produced by MSCI.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) is the exclusive intellectual property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, LLC (S&P). Neither MSCI, S&P, their affiliates, nor any of their third party providers (“GICS
Parties”) makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to GICS or the results to be obtained by the use thereof, and expressly disclaim all warranties, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The GICS Parties shall not have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of such damages.

This summary represents the views of the portfolio manager as of 30 Jun 2020. Those views and portfolio holdings are subject to change and Artisan Partners disclaims any obligation to advise investors of such changes. The discussion of
portfolio holdings does not constitute a recommendation of any individual security. For a complete list of holdings by contribution to the strategy, refer to the Contributors to Return chart.

Portfolio statistics are obtained from various data sources and intended to provide a general view of the portfolio, or Index, at a point in time. Artisan Partners excludes outliers when calculating portfolio characteristics and may use data from a
related security to calculate statistics if information is unavailable for a particular security. Weighted Average is the average of values weighted to the data set's composition. Weighted Harmonic Average is a calculation of weighted average
commonly used for rates or ratios. Market Cap is the aggregate value of all of a company's outstanding equity securities. Earnings Growth Rate is the annual rate at which a company’s earnings are expected to grow. Price-to-Earnings (P/E)
is a valuation ratio of a company's current share price compared to its per-share earnings. Private Market Value is an estimate of the value of a company if divisions were each independent and established their own market stock prices.
Earnings per Share (EPS) is the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. Debt-to-capital is the ratio of a company’s total debt to its total capital—its debt and equity combined. Free Cash Flow is a
measure  of  financial  performance  calculated  as  operating  cash  flow  minus  capital  expenditures.  Beta  is  a  measure  of  the  volatility  of  a  security  or  a  portfolio  in  comparison  to  the  market  as  a  whole.  Earnings  Before  Interest,  Taxes,
Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) is an indicator of a company's financial performance which is calculated by looking at earnings before the deduction of interest expenses, taxes, depreciation and amortization.

Our capital allocation process is designed to build position size according to our conviction. Portfolio holdings develop through three stages: GardenSM, CropSM and HarvestSM. GardenSM investments are situations where we believe we are right, but
there is not clear evidence that the profit cycle has taken hold, so positions are small. CropSM investments are holdings where we have gained conviction in the company’s profit cycle, so positions are larger. HarvestSM investments are holdings
that have exceeded our estimate of intrinsic value or holdings where there is a deceleration in the company’s profit cycle. HarvestSM investments are generally being reduced or sold from the portfolios.

This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs. This material shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should
consult their financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein. In no event shall Artisan Partners have any liability for direct, indirect, special, incidental,
punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) losses or any other damages resulting from the use of this material.

Artisan Partners Limited Partnership (APLP) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Artisan Partners UK LLP (APUK) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a
registered investment adviser with the SEC. APEL Financial Distribution Services Limited (AP Europe) is authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. APLP, APUK and AP Europe are collectively, with their parent company and affiliates,
referred to as Artisan Partners herein. Artisan Partners is not registered, authorised or eligible for an exemption from registration in all jurisdictions. Therefore, services described herein may not be available in certain jurisdictions. This material
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Artisan U.S. Small-Cap Growth Strategy
As of 30 June 2020Quarterly Contribution to Return (% USD)

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightTop Contributors

1.080.311.15RealPage Inc

1.800.312.21Clarivate PLC

0.650.320.71Cognex Corp

0.550.320.50Wingstop Inc

0.590.320.56Y-mAbs Therapeutics Inc

2.030.332.03John Bean Technologies Corp

0.910.330.39Vapotherm Inc

1.140.351.21Glaukos Corp

0.700.360.72Papa John's International Inc

3.230.362.96NeoGenomics Inc

1.600.361.93Ingersoll Rand Inc

0.750.370.61Adaptive Biotechnologies Corp

2.830.443.62Teledyne Technologies Inc

2.060.512.40Tyler Technologies Inc

1.590.531.50The New York Times Co

2.360.672.26Novanta Inc

1.230.671.04Floor & Decor Holdings Inc

1.730.781.51Lattice Semiconductor Corp

2.070.862.12Monolithic Power Systems Inc

2.500.862.54Ascendis Pharma A/S

1.840.941.63Cree Inc

0.000.980.98DexCom Inc

2.481.022.57Guidewire Software Inc

2.051.171.77Avalara Inc

3.491.353.58Zynga Inc

2.611.402.32Argenx SE

2.581.512.30Zscaler Inc

2.891.532.32LivePerson Inc

2.961.652.79HubSpot Inc

3.831.713.35Blackline Inc

3.931.793.84Q2 Holdings Inc

4.441.843.86Halozyme Therapeutics Inc

2.942.142.73Coupa Software Inc

3.342.202.75Ollie's Bargain Outlet Holdings Inc

5.003.154.24Chegg Inc

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightBottom Contributors

0.630.310.55Trex Co Inc

0.000.250.93Donaldson Co Inc

0.750.250.90Bright Horizons Family Solutions Inc

1.610.251.72ACI Worldwide Inc

0.840.240.92Morningstar Inc

0.730.240.67PROS Holdings Inc

1.100.241.18BWX Technologies Inc

0.000.230.74Teladoc Health Inc

0.410.210.35Paylocity Holding Corp

0.960.190.73LiveRamp Holdings Inc

1.570.171.81Tabula Rasa HealthCare Inc

0.000.170.29Coherent Inc

0.390.170.40iRhythm Technologies Inc

0.950.150.99HealthEquity Inc

0.520.140.38Evo Payments Inc

1.260.131.35Acceleron Pharma Inc

1.950.111.94Veracyte Inc

1.180.100.92Casey's General Stores Inc

0.730.100.47Tricida Inc

0.210.100.21Sage Therapeutics Inc

0.430.090.27Repligen Corp

0.860.080.84Cubic Corp

0.290.050.07Twist Bioscience Corp

0.000.050.30Aspen Technology Inc

0.410.050.45Radius Health Inc

0.370.030.63Orchard Therapeutics plc

0.000.020.02The AZEK Co Inc

0.000.020.66Ambarella Inc

0.210.010.01Shockwave Medical Inc

0.000.000.00Ingevity Corp

3.040.003.51Cash Holdings

0.41-0.010.24MyoKardia Inc

0.61-0.020.59Mesa Laboratories Inc

0.00-0.030.01Webster Financial Corp

0.00-0.030.01Altair Engineering Inc

1.79-0.071.89Iovance Biotherapeutics Inc

Source: Artisan Partners/FactSet. Performance is historical and is not a reliable indicator of future results. As of 30 Jun 2020. These investments made the greatest contribution to, or detracted most from, performance during the period
based on a representative account within the strategy Composite. Upon request, Artisan will provide: (i) the calculation methodology and/or (ii) a list showing the contribution of each holding to overall performance during the measurement
period. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine the weight in the portfolio. % Contribution to Return is calculated by FactSet by multiplying a security’s weight in the portfolio by its in portfolio return for the period referenced
and does not take into account expenses of the portfolio. Purchases/sales are accounted for by using end of the day prices, which may or may not reflect the actual purchase/sale price realized by the portfolio.


